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Legal disclaimer
Alibaba Cloud reminds you t o carefully read and fully underst and t he t erms and condit ions of t his legal
disclaimer before you read or use t his document . If you have read or used t his document , it  shall be deemed
as your t ot al accept ance of t his legal disclaimer.

1. You shall download and obt ain t his document  from t he Alibaba Cloud websit e or ot her Alibaba Cloud-
aut horized channels, and use t his document  for your own legal business act ivit ies only. The cont ent  of
t his document  is considered confident ial informat ion of Alibaba Cloud. You shall st rict ly abide by t he
confident ialit y obligat ions. No part  of t his document  shall be disclosed or provided t o any t hird part y for
use wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of Alibaba Cloud.

2. No part  of t his document  shall be excerpt ed, t ranslat ed, reproduced, t ransmit t ed, or disseminat ed by
any organizat ion, company or individual in any form or by any means wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud.

3. The cont ent  of t his document  may be changed because of product  version upgrade, adjust ment , or
ot her reasons. Alibaba Cloud reserves t he right  t o modify t he cont ent  of t his document  wit hout  not ice
and an updat ed version of t his document  will be released t hrough Alibaba Cloud-aut horized channels
from t ime t o t ime. You should pay at t ent ion t o t he version changes of t his document  as t hey occur and
download and obt ain t he most  up-t o-dat e version of t his document  from Alibaba Cloud-aut horized
channels.

4. This document  serves only as a reference guide for your use of Alibaba Cloud product s and services.
Alibaba Cloud provides t his document  based on t he "st at us quo", "being defect ive", and "exist ing
funct ions" of it s product s and services. Alibaba Cloud makes every effort  t o provide relevant  operat ional
guidance based on exist ing t echnologies. However, Alibaba Cloud hereby makes a clear st at ement  t hat
it  in no way guarant ees t he accuracy, int egrit y, applicabilit y, and reliabilit y of t he cont ent  of t his
document , eit her explicit ly or implicit ly. Alibaba Cloud shall not  t ake legal responsibilit y for any errors or
lost  profit s incurred by any organizat ion, company, or individual arising from download, use, or t rust  in
t his document . Alibaba Cloud shall not , under any circumst ances, t ake responsibilit y for any indirect ,
consequent ial, punit ive, cont ingent , special, or punit ive damages, including lost  profit s arising from t he
use or t rust  in t his document  (even if Alibaba Cloud has been not ified of t he possibilit y of such a loss).

5. By law, all t he cont ent s in Alibaba Cloud document s, including but  not  limit ed t o pict ures, archit ect ure
design, page layout , and t ext  descript ion, are int ellect ual propert y of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es. This int ellect ual propert y includes, but  is not  limit ed t o, t rademark right s, pat ent  right s,
copyright s, and t rade secret s. No part  of t his document  shall be used, modified, reproduced, publicly
t ransmit t ed, changed, disseminat ed, dist ribut ed, or published wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud shall not  be used, published, or
reproduced for market ing, advert ising, promot ion, or ot her purposes wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud include, but  are not  limit ed t o, "Alibaba Cloud",
"Aliyun", "HiChina", and ot her brands of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es, which appear separat ely or in
combinat ion, as well as t he auxiliary signs and pat t erns of t he preceding brands, or anyt hing similar t o
t he company names, t rade names, t rademarks, product  or service names, domain names, pat t erns,
logos, marks, signs, or special descript ions t hat  t hird part ies ident ify as Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es.

6. Please direct ly cont act  Alibaba Cloud for any errors of t his document .
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Document conventions
St yleSt yle Descript ionDescript ion ExampleExample

 DangerDanger
A danger notice indicates a situation that
will cause major system changes, faults,
physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Danger:Danger:

Resetting will result  in the loss of user
configuration data.

 WarningWarning
A warning notice indicates a situation
that may cause major system changes,
faults, physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Warning:Warning:

Restarting will cause business
interruption. About 10 minutes are
required to restart an instance.

 Not iceNot ice
A caution notice indicates warning
information, supplementary instructions,
and other content that the user must
understand.

 Not ice:Not ice:

If the weight is set to 0, the server no
longer receives new requests.

 Not eNot e
A note indicates supplemental
instructions, best practices, t ips, and
other content.

 Not e:Not e:

You can use Ctrl + A to select all files.

>
Closing angle brackets are used to
indicate a multi-level menu cascade.

Click Set t ingsSet t ings > Net workNet work> Set  net workSet  net work
t ypet ype.

BoldBold
Bold formatting is used for buttons ,
menus, page names, and other UI
elements.

Click OKOK.

Courier font Courier font is used for commands
Run the cd /d C:/window  command to
enter the Windows system folder.

Italic Italic formatting is used for parameters
and variables.

bae log list  --instanceid

Instance_ID

[] or [a|b]
This format is used for an optional value,
where only one item can be selected.

ipconfig [-all|-t]

{} or {a|b}
This format is used for a required value,
where only one item can be selected.

switch {active|stand}
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DataWorks is an end-to-end big data development and governance platform that provides data
warehousing, data lake, and data lakehouse solut ions based on big data compute engines, such as
MaxCompute, Hologres, E-MapReduce (EMR), Analyt icDB, and CDH. Since 2009, DataWorks has been
summarizing and improving the big data development methodology of Alibaba to support  data mid-
end building. DataWorks collaborates with public service sectors, state-owned enterprises, and
customers in various industries, such as finance, retail, Internet, energy, and manufacturing, to improve
data application efficiency and facilitate the digital transformation of industries.

Service architectureService architecture
DataWorks has developed and accumulated hundreds of core capabilit ies for more than ten years.
DataWorks provides data modeling, data integration, data development, data governance, data
security, and data analysis services. These services provide end-to-end data governance capabilit ies to
help enterprises reduce data processing costs, increase data value, and improve data productivity. For
more information about the data modeling, data integration, and data development services, see
Overview, Overview, Overview.

Purchase guidePurchase guide

Not e Not e DataWorks supports only Google Chrome 69 and later and the new Microsoft  Edge that
is based on Chromium.

The first  t ime you use DataWorks, we recommend that you follow the instruct ions provided in this
sect ion to purchase features and resources. For more information, see Purchase guide.

Recommended configurations

1.What is DataWorks?1.What is DataWorks?
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Recommendation reasons

Features: We recommend that you act ivate Dat aWorks Prof essional Edit ionDat aWorks Prof essional Edit ion. This edit ion
provides features such as DataStudio, Operation Center, DataMap, and Data Quality and can meet
your requirements for standard data warehouse building.

Resources: We recommend that you purchase exclusive resource groups f or Dat a Int egrat ionexclusive resource groups f or Dat a Int egrat ion.
You can use this type of resource group in synchronization solut ions such as batch synchronization,
real-t ime synchronization, full synchronization, and incremental synchronization.

Customer use casesCustomer use cases
Big Data Center of State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC): DataWorks helped achieve centralized
management of petabytes of data for SGCC and 27 subordinate provincial and municipal
corporations. DataWorks also helped SGCC accelerate the digital transformation and upgrade of
business by using the end-to-end governance and monitoring systems for data mid-ends.

Mondelēz International (Fortune Global 500): Mondelēz China used DataWorks Data Modeling to
perform end-to-end data model governance. This helped Mondelēz China significantly improve the
self-service capability of data mid-ends, delegate data-related decision making, and unleash the
digital power of the new retail industry.

iDreamSky (a listed company): iDreamSky replaced the self-developed scheduling system with
DataWorks based on open source EMR, which enabled technical personnel in the company to focus
more on business and facilitated digital operations of the gaming industry.

For more information about customer use cases, see 客户案例.

Development historyDevelopment history

Development history of DataWorks within Alibaba GroupDevelopment history of DataWorks within Alibaba Group
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Since 2009, DataWorks has been used to build data mid-ends and data governance capabilit ies within
Alibaba Group over mult iple technology phases based on big data compute engines such as
MaxCompute and Hologres. DataWorks has more than 50,000 daily act ive users within Alibaba Group.
This indicates that one out of three employees in Alibaba Group use DataWorks on average. DataWorks
supports over 300 data applications and serves more than 100 business units within Alibaba Group.

Development history of DataWorks on the cloudDevelopment history of DataWorks on the cloud
DataWorks was migrated to the cloud in 2015. Since this year, DataWorks has launched services for
Alibaba Cloud users based on the big data building methodology accumulated over the years.
DataWorks constantly promotes the iterat ion of service capabilit ies of end-to-end data governance
and is committed to improving data management and enhancing data value by collaborating with
customers and partners from various industries and fields.

Learning pathLearning path

Dat aWorks Product  Int roduct ion··What  is Dat aW
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You can quickly learn the concepts, basic operations, and advanced operations of DataWorks from the
documentation homepage of DataWorks. For more information, see Documentation homepage.

Support for DataWorksSupport for DataWorks
You can visit  Alibaba Cloud Support  and Services to submit  a t icket  for after-sales services or join the
DataWorks DingTalk group for pre-sales or after-sales services. If  you join the DingTalk group, you can
directly contact  the DingTalk chatbot or contact  on-duty technical personnel.
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Data Integration is a stable, efficient, and scalable data synchronization service. It  can be used to
migrate and synchronize data among a wide range of heterogeneous data sources that reside in
complex network environments in a fast  and stable manner.

OverviewOverview
DataWorks Data Integration supports batch synchronization, real-t ime synchronization, and full or
incremental synchronization that combines batch and real-t ime synchronization.

You can configure a scheduling cycle for a batch synchronization node.

Data synchronization among more than 50 types of heterogeneous data sources such as relat ional
databases, data warehouses, f ile storage systems, and message queues is supported.

Network connectivity solut ions for data source connections in complex network environments are
provided. You can use Data Integration to connect data sources that reside on the Internet, or in
data centers or virtual private clouds (VPCs).

Security control and O&M monitoring are supported to ensure that the data synchronization process
is secure and controllable.

Core technology and architectureCore technology and architecture
Engine architecture

A star-shaped engine architecture is provided. After a data source is added to Data Integration, the
data source can be connected to another data source in Data Integration to form a data
synchronization link. Then, data can be synchronized between the data sources. For more
information about the supported data sources, see Supported data source types, readers, and
writers and Plug-ins for data sources that support  real-t ime synchronization.

Resource groups for Data Integration and network connectivity

2.Functions and features2.Functions and features
2.1. Data Integration: Integration of2.1. Data Integration: Integration of
data from various data sourcesdata from various data sources
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Before you synchronize data, you must connect the data sources to your resource group for Data
Integration, as shown in the preceding figure. DataWorks allows you to use exclusive or custom
resource groups for Data Integration to synchronize data. You can select  a resource group type
based on your business scenario. For more information about network connectivity solut ions that can
be used, see Select  a network connectivity solut ion.

Use scenariosUse scenarios
DataWorks Data Integration is suitable for data transmission scenarios such as data ingestion into data
warehouses or data lakes, sharding, real-t ime data archiving, and data forwarding between clouds.

BillingBilling
You may be charged the following fees for running data synchronization nodes in Data Integration:

Fees for using resource groups f or Dat a Int egrat ionresource groups f or Dat a Int egrat ion

For more information about the billing details of resource groups for Data Integration, see Billing of
exclusive resource groups for Data Integration (subscription) and Billing of the shared resource group for Data
Integration (pay-as-you-go).

Fees for using resource groups f or schedulingresource groups f or scheduling

For more information about the billing details of resource groups for scheduling, see Billing of exclusive
resource groups for scheduling (subscription) and Shared resource group for scheduling.

(Optional) Fees for Int ernet  t raf f icInt ernet  t raf f ic  generated during data synchronization

If you run a data synchronization node to synchronize data over the Internet, Internet traffic is
generated and you are charged for the generated Internet traffic. For more information about the
billing details of Internet traffic, see Billing of Internet traffic.

Not e Not e When you run data synchronization nodes in Data Integration, fees for node
configurations may be generated. The fees are not charged by DataWorks, and the bills for the
fees are not generated in DataWorks. For example, when you run a data synchronization node, fees
for using data sources, computing and storage features of the related compute engine instance,
and network services in the node may be generated. These fees are not charged by DataWorks.
Network service fees include fees for using Express Connect, EIP Bandwidth Plan, and Elast ic lP
Address (EIP).

Activate DataWorksActivate DataWorks
After you act ivate DataWorks of a specific edit ion, you can purchase a resource group for Data
Integration based on your business requirements and select  an appropriate network connectivity
solut ion to develop a data synchronization node in Data Integration. For more information about how
to use Data Integration, see Overview.

2.2. DataStudio and Operation2.2. DataStudio and Operation
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The Dat aSt udioDat aSt udio and Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er services of DataWorks allow you to develop data, create
workflows, and perform intelligent O&M on workflows in an efficient  and standard manner.

OverviewOverview
DataStudio and Operation Center support  the following features:

DataStudio supports various compute engines, such as MaxCompute, E-MapReduce (EMR), Cloudera's
Distribution including Apache Hadoop (CDH), Hologres, Analyt icDB, and ClickHouse. You can create,
test, deploy, and perform O&M operations on nodes of the preceding compute engines in
DataStudio.

DataWorks provides an intelligent code editor and the scheduling capability and allows you to
configure scheduling dependencies in a visualized manner. The scheduling capability is verified by
tens of millions of scheduling nodes and complex business dependencies in Alibaba Group.

DataStudio isolates the development environment from the production environment and provides
features such as code version management, code review, smoke test ing, and release control. In
addit ion, DataStudio works together with Act ionTrail. This way, enterprises can develop data in a
standard manner.

Operation Center supports features such as data t imeliness assurance, intelligent diagnosis, impact
analysis, automatic O&M, and mobile O&M.

Core technology and architectureCore technology and architecture
Efficient  and standard development process

Not e Not e DataWorks workspaces in standard mode isolate the development environment from
the production environment. For more information, see 简单模式和标准模式的区别.

Visualized development user interface (UI)

2.2. DataStudio and Operation2.2. DataStudio and Operation
Center: Data processingCenter: Data processing
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You can create workflows by performing simple drag-and-drop operations. You can also configure
scheduling parameters and develop data in the UI.

Node monitoring and troubleshooting

BillingBilling
When you use DataStudio and Operation Center, you may be charged for the following items:

Resource groups f or schedulingResource groups f or scheduling that are used to run nodes

For more information, see Billing of exclusive resource groups for scheduling (subscription) and Shared
resource group for scheduling.

Baseline instances that are used to scan alert  rules.

For more information, see Baseline instances.
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Not e Not e When you develop data in DataStudio, you may be charged when you use the
computing and storage features of the related compute engine instance. The fees are not charged
by DataWorks, and the bills for the fees are not generated in DataWorks.

Activate DataWorks and use DataStudio and Operation CenterActivate DataWorks and use DataStudio and Operation Center
After you act ivate DataWorks, you can purchase resource groups for scheduling and associate a
compute engine instance with your workspace based on your business requirements. Then, you can
start  to develop data. For more information, see DataStudio Overview and Operation Center Overview.

Data Modeling is an intelligent data modeling service that is developed by Alibaba Cloud DataWorks.
Data Modeling has accumulated the best  pract ices of the methodology for data warehouse modeling
of Alibaba Group over the past  ten years. Data Modeling provides the Data Warehouse Planning, Data
Standard, Dimensional Modeling, and Data Metric modules. Data Modeling helps enterprises strengthen
modeling capabilit ies including reverse modeling capabilit ies in the process of data mid-end and data
mart  building and quickly build data assets.

OverviewOverview
Data Modeling consists of the following modules: Dat a Warehouse PlanningDat a Warehouse Planning, Dat a St andardDat a St andard,
Dimensional ModelingDimensional Modeling, and Dat a Met ricDat a Met ric.

Dat a Warehouse PlanningDat a Warehouse Planning: allows you to plan data layers, data domains, and data marts, and
configure model design workspaces. Different units can share the same data standards and the same
data model.

Dat a St andardDat a St andard: allows you to define data standards, lookup tables, measurement units, and
naming dict ionaries. This module also allows the system to generate quality rules based on lookup
tables. Checks that are based on the generated quality rules are simple.

Dimensional ModelingDimensional Modeling: supports reverse modeling, which helps resolve the issue of the cold start
of modeling based on exist ing data warehouses. This module also supports visualized dimensional
modeling based on data warehouses and allows you to import  data by using Excel f iles and quickly
build data models by using FML statements, a type of domain-specific language (DSL) similar to SQL
statements. You can seamlessly integrate this module with DataStudio to enable the system to
generate extract, transform, and load (ETL) code.

Dat a Met ricDat a Met ric: allows you to create atomic metrics and derived metrics. You can create a single
derived metric or mult iple derived metrics at  a t ime based on the same atomic metric and different
periods and modifiers. This module is seamlessly integrated with Dimensional Modeling.

Core technology and architectureCore technology and architecture

2.3. Data Modeling: Intelligent data2.3. Data Modeling: Intelligent data
modelingmodeling
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The following figure shows the architecture of each module of Data Modeling.

Use scenariosUse scenarios
Data Modeling helps enterprises build modeling capabilit ies and mine the value of data assets. You can
use Data Modeling in the following scenarios:

St andardize management  of  massive dat aSt andardize management  of  massive dat a

Larger enterprises have more complex data structures. How to manage and store data in a structured
and orderly manner is a challenge that every large enterprise faces.

Break inf ormat ion barriers by int erconnect ing business dat aBreak inf ormat ion barriers by int erconnect ing business dat a

If the data of each business or department in an enterprise is isolated from one another, the
decision-makers cannot clearly or fully understand the data. How to break data silos between
departments or business domains is a requirement for business data management.

Int egrat e dat a st andards t o achieve unif ied and f lexible dat a int erconnect ionInt egrat e dat a st andards t o achieve unif ied and f lexible dat a int erconnect ion

Inconsistent descript ions of the same data result  in duplicate data, incorrect  calculat ion results, and
difficult ies in business data management. How to formulate a unified data standard without
changing the original system architecture and realize flexible interconnection between upstream and
downstream business is one of the core focuses of standardized management.

Maximize dat a value t o maximize prof itMaximize dat a value t o maximize prof it

Make the most of various types of enterprise data to maximize the data value to deliver a more
efficient  data service for enterprises.

Activate DataWorks and use Data ModelingActivate DataWorks and use Data Modeling
After you act ivate DataWorks of an advanced edit ion, you can act ivate Data Modeling. Then, you can
use the Dat a Warehouse PlanningDat a Warehouse Planning, Dat a St andardDat a St andard, Dimensional ModelingDimensional Modeling, and Dat a Met ricDat a Met ric
modules provided by Data Modeling. For more information, see Overview.

2.4. DataAnalysis2.4. DataAnalysis
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DataAnalysis provides easy-to-use tools for non-professional data developers such as product staff,
operations staff, and data analysts to obtain and use data. These tools help improve the efficiency of
data analysis.

OverviewOverview
DataAnalysis allows you to upload data, use public datasets, query tables, add tables to favorites,
execute SQL statements to obtain data, share SQL files, download SQL query results, and view
workbooks.

ScenariosScenarios
DataAnalysis is suitable for non-professional data developers such as product staff, operations staff,
and data analysts because of the following benefits:

High capacity: DataAnalysis uses compute engines to analyze large amounts of data in an efficient
manner.

Data sharing: DataAnalysis can analyze data obtained from the databases of different business
systems. DataAnalysis allows you to export  data to MaxCompute tables. DataAnalysis also allows
you to share result  data with specific members and grant the members the permissions to access the
data. This way, data can be shared among different systems and different users.

High security: Operations such as SQL queries and downloads of SQL query results can be audited.

Billing rulesBilling rules
The DataAnalysis service of DataWorks is free of charge. You can use DataAnalysis after you act ivate
DataWorks. The features provided by DataAnalysis vary based on the edit ion of DataWorks. For more
information, see Differences among DataWorks editions.

Activate DataWorks and use DataAnalysisActivate DataWorks and use DataAnalysis
After you act ivate DataWorks, you can log on to the DataWorks console to use DataAnalysis. For more
information, see DataAnalysis Overview.

DataService Studio is a flexible, secure, stable, and cost-effect ive data platform that allows you to
create and publish APIs. DataService Studio provides enterprises with comprehensive data sharing
capabilit ies. You can share data and explore the value of data in terms of publishing, approval, and
authorization of APIs, stat ist ics on API calls, and resource isolat ion.

OverviewOverview

2.5. DataService Studio: Fast2.5. DataService Studio: Fast
publishing of APIs at low costspublishing of APIs at low costs
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DataService Studio serves as a bridge between data warehouses and upper-layer applications.
DataService Studio builds a service bus to help enterprises create and manage private and public APIs in
a centralized manner. DataService Studio also provides a solut ion to the last  mile issue among data
warehouses, databases, and data applications, and facilitates data sharing.

DataService Studio allows you to create APIs based on tables in various data sources without the
need to write code. You can also create APIs by specifying custom SQL statements. DataService
Studio allows you to use functions to process the request  parameters and returned results of APIs.

DataService Studio is built  based on a serverless architecture. You can publish APIs to API Gateway by
performing simple operations. During the publishing, you do not need to focus on the infrastructure
such as the runtime environment.

Core technology and architectureCore technology and architecture
DataService Studio is built  based on a serverless architecture. You need to focus only on the query logic
of APIs instead of the infrastructure such as the runtime environment. DataService Studio prepares the
computing resources for you, supports elast ic scaling, and requires zero O&M cost.

Activate and use DataService StudioActivate and use DataService Studio
After you act ivate DataWorks, you can log on to the DataWorks console to use DataService Studio. For
more information, see DataService Studio overview.

DataWorks Open Platform provides the OpenAPI, OpenEvent, and Extensions modules. You can use the
modules to integrate DataWorks with your applications and subscribe to event messages. These
modules facilitate process management of data processing, data governance, and data O&M, and
allow you to identify important changes in DataWorks and respond to the changes at  the earliest
opportunity.

ModulesModules

2.6. Open Platform: Comprehensive2.6. Open Platform: Comprehensive
capability opennesscapability openness
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DataWorks Open Platform provides the OpenAPIOpenAPI, OpenEventOpenEvent , and Ext ensionsExt ensions modules.

OpenAPIOpenAPI

The OpenAPI module allows you to integrate DataWorks with your applications. For example, you can
use this module to create, deploy, and perform O&M operations on mult iple nodes at  the same t ime,
which helps improve big data processing efficiency and reduce costs of manual operations.

For more information about the OpenAPI module, see OpenAPI.

OpenEventOpenEvent

The OpenEvent module allows you to subscribe to system events in DataWorks to identify and
respond to event changes in real t ime. For example, you can subscribe to table change events so
that you can be notified of changes to core tables in real t ime. You can also subscribe to node
change events to customize a dashboard to display the status of real-t ime synchronization nodes.

For more information about the OpenEvent module, see OpenEvent.

Ext ensionsExt ensions

The Extensions module is a service-level plug-in that combines the capabilit ies of the OpenAPI and
OpenEvent modules. You can use the Extensions module to create a custom data processing process.
For example, you can create a custom node deployment management plug-in to intercept nodes
that do not meet the specificat ions and requirements of deployment.

For more information about the Extensions module, see Extensions.

ScenariosScenarios
DataWorks Open Platform provides comprehensive openness capabilit ies that allow you to integrate
DataWorks with your applications, enable automated operations, define processes, and monitor
business data. Users and partners are welcomed to use DataWorks Open Platform to develop industrial
and scenario-specific data applications and plug-ins.

BillingBilling
Only users of DataWorks Enterprise Edit ion and DataWorks Ult imate Edit ion can use the OpenAPI
module. The number of t imes that you can call API operations in this module free of charge varies
based on the DataWorks edit ion that you use. After the free quota of API operation calls is
exhausted, you are charged for the number of API operation calls. For more information about the
billing details, see Billing of DataWorks API operations.

The OpenEvent and Extensions modules are in invitat ional preview. Only users of DataWorks Enterprise
Edit ion can join the invitat ional preview. After you apply for the invitat ional preview, you are not
charged addit ional fees during the invitat ional preview.

Activate and use the modulesActivate and use the modules
After you purchase DataWorks Enterprise Edit ion or DataWorks Ult imate Edit ion, you can use the
OpenAPI module. For more information, see OpenAPI overview. If  you want to use the OpenEvent and
Extensions modules, submit  a t icket  to apply for the invitat ional preview and trial use. For more
information, see OpenEvent overview and Extensions overview.

2.7. Migration Assistant: Migration to2.7. Migration Assistant: Migration to
or within DataWorksor within DataWorks
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The Migration Assistant service of DataWorks allows you to migrate the tasks of open source scheduling
engines to DataWorks. Migration Assistant also allows you to migrate data objects within DataWorks
across clouds, regions, or accounts. This way, you can quickly clone and deploy tasks in DataWorks. To
quickly migrate data and tasks to the cloud, you can also obtain help from the DataWorks team and the
big data service team of Alibaba Cloud.

OverviewOverview
Migration Assistant supports the following operations:

Migrate the tasks of open source scheduling engines to DataWorks.

Migrate data objects within DataWorks.

ScenariosScenarios
Migration of tasks to the cloud: You can use Migration Assistant to migrate the tasks of open source
scheduling engines to DataWorks.

Back up node code: You can use Migration Assistant to periodically back up your node code to
prevent data from being accidentally deleted.

Replicate a common workflow: You can use Migration Assistant to replicate a common workflow by
performing import  and export  operations.

Build a test  environment: You can use Migration Assistant to copy all node code and replace
production data with test  data to build a test  environment.

Develop data across clouds: You can use Migration Assistant to migrate node code between
DataWorks of the Alibaba Cloud public cloud and DataWorks of Alibaba Cloud Apsara Stack to
collaboratively develop data across clouds.

BillingBilling
After you act ivate DataWorks, you can use Migration Assistant. The features that are provided by
Migration Assistant vary based on the DataWorks edit ion. For more information, see Differences among
DataWorks editions.

Activate DataWorks and use Migration AssistantActivate DataWorks and use Migration Assistant
After you act ivate DataWorks, you can log on to the DataWorks console and use Migration Assistant.
For more information, see Migration Assistant Overview.
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DataWorks provides powerful basic capabilit ies that help improve work efficiency, ensure the t imely
generation of data, facilitate data governance, and allow you to construct  data services at  minimum
costs.

Low learning costsLow learning costs
Common users other than technical personnel can have a good command of data development and
governance procedures within 1 to 2 hours and no longer need to use tradit ional command line tools to
perform development operations. This greatly reduces learning costs.

DataWorks allows you to organize nodes that are run by using various heterogeneous compute engines
and to configure dependencies between the nodes in the same directed acyclic graph (DAG). This way,
you do not need to separately maintain different technology stacks, and node organization efficiency
is improved. The nodes include data synchronization nodes, SQL nodes, MR nodes, ODPS Spark nodes,
real-t ime computing nodes, and Machine Learning Platform for AI (PAI) nodes.

Reduced labor costsReduced labor costs
You can act ivate the DataWorks service by performing only simple configurations. After the service is
act ivated, you can use the out-of-the-box features provided by this service to build data warehouses.
This frees you from heavy development, deployment, and maintenance work and significantly reduces
O&M costs.

Comprehensive featuresComprehensive features
DataWorks provides comprehensive features that can be used in data transmission, data development,
data production, data governance, and data security scenarios. The whole lifecycle of big data in each
scenario is covered by the related features. This helps address issues encountered by enterprises in data
warehouse building, data mid-end building, and digital transformation.

Data synchronization from data sources that reside in complex network environments, and real-t ime
and batch synchronization of full and incremental data are supported.

Scheduling for tens of millions of nodes for a single user is supported. Data processing is more fluent.

3.Benefits3.Benefits
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This topic describes the service posit ioning, audiences, and core capabilit ies of DataWorks.

Service posit ioningService posit ioning
DataWorks provides an end-to-end, standard, visualized, transparent, and intelligent cloud R&D
platform that covers the full lifecycle of big data and provides individual development capabilit ies and
full-stack data R&D capabilit ies for data developers, data analysts, and data asset  managers.
DataWorks allows you to use a single platform to perform operations in complex scenarios in which
data transmission, data computing, data governance, and data sharing are required.

DataWorks is committed to developing features that meet the requirements of enterprises for building
data warehouses and data mid-ends. DataWorks also provides support  for the digital transformation of
enterprise business.

AudiencesAudiences
Technical personnel such as data developers and algorithm developers

Business personnel such as sales and operations personnel and business intelligence analysts

Administrators who are engaged in data security and data compliance

Data application developers

Managers who manage the core data assets of enterprises

Key featuresKey features
DataWorks provides the following key features:

Dat a int egrat ionDat a int egrat ion: supports data transmission and data migration to the cloud between various
data sources that reside in complex network environments.

Dat a developmentDat a development : provides a data development mode in which the development environment
and production environment are isolated. This feature allows you to develop nodes that use
different compute engines and to configure complex scheduling dependencies for the nodes. The
nodes include batch processing nodes, stream processing nodes, and machine learning nodes.

Dat a analysis (available in Dat aWorks only on t he Alibaba Cloud public cloud)Dat a analysis (available in Dat aWorks only on t he Alibaba Cloud public cloud): allows you
to perform quick and flexible ad hoc queries based on workbooks.

Dat a serviceDat a service: allows you to quickly generate serverless APIs without the need to use code.

Dat a qualit yDat a qualit y: allows you to configure table-level or f ield-level monitoring rules to monitor data
quality and helps you identify dirty data at  the earliest  opportunity.

Monit oring and alert ingMonit oring and alert ing: allows you to easily configure monitoring and alert ing sett ings for
complex workflows.

Dat a map (available in Dat aWorks only on t he Alibaba Cloud public cloud)Dat a map (available in Dat aWorks only on t he Alibaba Cloud public cloud) or Dat aDat a
management  (available only in Apsara St ack Dat aWorks)management  (available only in Apsara St ack Dat aWorks): provides powerful capabilit ies such
as data search, data categorization, and data lineage.

Dat a asset  management  (available only in Apsara St ack Dat aWorks)Dat a asset  management  (available only in Apsara St ack Dat aWorks): allows you to manage
data assets such as data tables and APIs in DataWorks in a centralized manner.

Dat a securit yDat a securit y: provides capabilit ies such as data audit , data masking, and permission control.

4.Common scenarios4.Common scenarios
4.1. Audiences and core capabilities4.1. Audiences and core capabilities
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Applicat ion development  (available in Dat aWorks only on t he Alibaba Cloud publicApplicat ion development  (available in Dat aWorks only on t he Alibaba Cloud public
cloud)cloud): allows you to easily build data applications by dragging components on the DataStudio
page.

Workspace management  (available in Dat aWorks only on t he Alibaba Cloud public cloud)Workspace management  (available in Dat aWorks only on t he Alibaba Cloud public cloud)
or Plat f orm management  (available only in Apsara St ack Dat aWorks)Plat f orm management  (available only in Apsara St ack Dat aWorks): provides capabilit ies of
managing the permissions of DataWorks users or members and the configurations of underlying
compute engines for administrators at  the system level.

You can use DataWorks to process and analyze massive data in offline mode. You can also use
DataWorks to complete the best  pract ices that cover the full lifecycle of big data. The best  pract ices
include data aggregation and integration, development, scheduling and O&M, online and offline
analysis of data, data quality governance and asset  management, security audit , data sharing and
services, machine learning, and application building. DataWorks provides an end-to-end solut ion from
data collect ion to data display and from data analysis to application driving and helps users apply data
in business and present business status by using data.

DataWorks allows you to develop and implement data governance in a visualized manner. This topic
describes how to build a big data warehouse on the cloud and a real-t ime data warehouse.

Big data warehousing solutionBig data warehousing solution
We recommend that you build a big data warehouse on the cloud based on the following architecture:

Cust omers:Cust omers: This solut ion is suitable for customers from all industries.

Benef it sBenef it s: The big data warehouse solut ion is the best  pract ice of Alibaba Cloud and features high
performance, low cost, and a serverless architecture. You can use this solut ion to build O&M-free and
fully managed big data warehouses. This way, big data developers of enterprises can focus on the

4.2. Data warehouse solutions4.2. Data warehouse solutions
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development, production, and governance of business data.

Product  port f olioProduct  port f olio :MaxCompute, Realt ime Compute for Apache Flink, and DataWorks.

Use scenarios:Use scenarios:

User data comes from various sources, such as the cloud and external data sources. Data from
different sources is integrated into a data warehouse in a unified manner for data cleansing and
data modeling.

The application scenarios are complex. You can use a big data warehouse to perform speech
recognit ion, semantic analysis, and sentiment analysis for unstructured speech and natural
language text. You can also build an enterprise-class data management platform to process
structured data. This helps reduce computing and storage costs.

A data warehouse that supports abundant applications is required. You can use machine learning
algorithms for complex data analysis, BI reports for chart  display, products for data display on the
dashboard, and other custom methods for data consumption.

Real-time data warehousing solutionReal-time data warehousing solution
We recommend that you build a real-t ime data warehouse based on the following architecture:

Cust omersCust omers: This solut ion is suitable for scenarios in which large amounts of data need to be queried
in real t ime in Internet industries, such as e-commerce, gaming, and social networking.

Benef it sBenef it s:

Alibaba Cloud real-t ime data warehouses can be seamlessly integrated with offline data
warehouses.

A single cost-effect ive storage system can satisfy the requirements for real-t ime and offline
computing.

Product  port f olioProduct  port f olio :DataHub, Realt ime Compute for Apache Flink, Hologres, MaxCompute,
DataWorks, and Quick BI or DataV.

Use scenarios:Use scenarios:

Data collect ion: You can use DataWorks to collect  batch data and DataHub to collect  real-t ime
data.

Data development: You can use DataWorks to complete end-to-end data development. The data
development process includes data integration, extract, transform, and load (ETL), data
computing, and scheduling, monitoring, and alert ing of nodes. DataWorks provides security control
capabilit ies to eliminate security risks in the data development process. DataWorks also provides
unified DataService Studio APIs based on the DataStudio service.
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Real-t ime data processing: You can use Realt ime Compute for Apache Flink to perform real-t ime
ETL and import  the results to databases. Then, you can use Hologres to build real-t ime data
warehouses and application marts and perform real-t ime interact ive query and analysis of large
amounts of data.

Interact ive analysis: You can use a real-t ime data warehouse to perform real-t ime, offline, and
federated queries. Historical offline data is stored in MaxCompute, and real-t ime analysis data is
stored in Hologres. You can use Alibaba Cloud Quick BI or a third-party data analysis tool, such as
Tableau, to visualize data and build data applications.

Data development is the process of generating, collect ing, storing, analyzing, computing, extract ing,
presenting, and sharing data.

Not e Not e In the preceding figure, you can perform the steps in the dashed-line boxes in
DataWorks.

The data development process involves the following steps:

1. Generat e dat aGenerat e dat a: Each business system generates a large amount of structured data every day and
stores the data in databases such as MySQL, Oracle, and ApsaraDB RDS databases.

2. Collect  and st ore dat aCollect  and st ore dat a: You can synchronize data from business systems to MaxCompute. Then,
you can use the data storage and processing capabilit ies of MaxCompute to analyze the data.

The Data Integration service of DataWorks supports various data sources. You can use Data
Integration to synchronize data from business systems to MaxCompute based on configured
scheduling propert ies.

3. Analyze and comput e dat aAnalyze and comput e dat a: After data synchronization, you can use ODPS SQL and ODPS MR
nodes to process data in MaxCompute, analyze data, and mine the data for value.

4. Ext ract  dat aExt ract  dat a: You can export  data processing and analysis results to business systems for further
processing.

5. Present  and share dat aPresent  and share dat a: After data is extracted, you can present the big data processing and
analysis results in mult iple ways such as reports or a geographic information system (GIS). You can
also share the results with other users.

4.3. Data development process4.3. Data development process
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DataWorks can work with compute engines to support  end-to-end big data development and
governance. DataWorks allows you to add data sources to Data Integration and then use Data
Integration to transmit  data between the data sources. This topic provides the services that can work
with DataWorks in typical scenarios.

Supported compute enginesSupported compute engines
DataWorks allows you to associate compute engine instances with your DataWorks workspaces. After
you associate a compute engine instance with a DataWorks workspace, you can create nodes of the
same type as the compute engine instance in the DataWorks console and then enable the system to
periodically schedule the nodes. DataWorks supports the following compute engines:

MaxCompute

E-MapReduce

Hologres

ADB for Posgre

ADB for Mysql

CDH

ClickHouse

For more information about how to associate a compute engine instance with a workspace, see
Configure a workspace.

Supported data sourcesSupported data sources
DataWorks can synchronize batch data or real-t ime data between different data sources. You can
configure clusters or instances in the following services as the data sources of DataWorks: Alibaba
Cloud services and self-managed services that are related to databases, unstructured storage, big
data, and message queues. You can use DataWorks to integrate data only after you configure the data
source.

For more information about data sources that support  batch synchronization, see Supported data
source types, readers, and writers.

For more information about data sources that support  real-t ime synchronization, see Plug-ins for
data sources that support  real-t ime synchronization.

5.Services that work with5.Services that work with
DataWorksDataWorks
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This topic describes the terms that are related to DataWorks, including workspace, workflow, solut ion,
SQL script  template, node, instance, commit operation, script, resource, function, and output name.

workspaceworkspace
A workspace is a basic unit  for managing nodes, members, roles, and permissions in DataWorks. The
administrator of a workspace can add users to the workspace as members and assign the Workspace
Manager, Development, O&M, Deploy, Safety Manager, or Visitor role to each member. This way,
workspace members to which different roles are assigned can collaborate with each other.

Not e Not e We recommend that you create workspaces by department or business unit  to isolate
resources.

You can associate compute engine instances such as MaxCompute, E-MapReduce (EMR), and Realt ime
Compute for Apache Flink compute engine instances with a workspace. After you associate compute
engine instances with a workspace, you can configure and schedule nodes in the workspace.

workflowworkflow
A workflow is abstracted from business to help you manage and develop code based on your business
requirements and improve the efficiency of node management.

Not e Not e A workflow can be added to mult iple solut ions.

Workflows help you manage and develop code based on your business requirements. A workflow has
the following features:

Allows you to develop and manage code by node type.

Supports a hierarchical directory structure. We recommend that you create a maximum of four levels
of subdirectories for a workflow.

Allows you to view and optimize a workflow from the business perspective.

Allows you to deploy and manage nodes in a workflow as a whole.

Provides a dashboard for you to develop code with improved efficiency.

solutionsolution
A solut ion contains one or more workflows.

Solut ions have the following benefits:

A solut ion can contain mult iple workflows.

Mult iple solut ions can use the same workflow.

An organizational solut ion can contain various types of nodes. This improves user experience.

SQL script templateSQL script template
SQL script  templates are general logic chunks that are abstracted from SQL scripts and can help reuse
code.

6.Terms6.Terms
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Each SQL script  template involves one or more source tables. You can filter source table data, join
source tables, and aggregate source tables to generate a result  table based on your business
requirements. An SQL script  template contains mult iple input and output parameters.

nodenode
Each type of node is used to perform a specific data operation.

A synchronization node is used to synchronize data from a source to a dest ination, such as data
synchronization from ApsaraDB RDS to MaxCompute.

An ODPS SQL node is used to convert  data by executing SQL statements that are supported by
MaxCompute.

Each node has zero or more input tables or datasets and generates one or more output tables or
datasets.

Nodes are classified into node tasks, flow tasks, and inner nodes.

Node type Description

Node task
A node task is used to perform a data operation. You can configure
dependencies between a node task and flow tasks or other node tasks to form
a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
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Flow task

A flow task contains a group of inner nodes that process a workflow. We
recommend that you create less than 10 flow tasks in a workspace.

Inner nodes in a flow task cannot be configured as the dependencies of node
tasks or other flow tasks. You can configure dependencies between a flow task
and node tasks or other flow tasks to form a DAG.

Not e Not e In DataWorks V2.0 and later, the flow tasks that are created in
DataWorks V1.0 are retained, but you cannot create flow tasks. Instead, you
can create workflows to perform similar operations.

Inner node

An inner node is a node within a flow task. The features of an inner node are
basically the same as those of a node task. You can drag lines between inner
nodes in a flow task to configure dependencies. However, you cannot configure
scheduling properties for inner nodes because these nodes use the scheduling
configurations of the flow task.

Node type Description

instanceinstance
An instance is a snapshot of a node at  a specific point  in t ime. An instance is generated every t ime a
node is run as scheduled by the scheduling system or is manually triggered. An instance contains
information such as the t ime at  which the node is run, the status of the node, and run logs.

For example, Node 1 is an auto triggered node that is scheduled to run at  02:00 every day. The
scheduling system automatically generates an instance for Node 1 at  23:30 every day based on the
scheduling t ime of Node 1. At  02:00 the next  day, if  the scheduling system verifies that the ancestor
instance is run, the scheduling system automatically runs the instance of Node 1.

Not e Not e You can query the instance information on the Cycle Inst anceCycle Inst ance page in Operat ionOperat ion
Cent erCent er.

commitcommit
You can commit nodes and workflows from the development environment to the scheduling system.
The scheduling system runs the code of the committed nodes and workflows based on the related
configurations.

Not e Not e The scheduling system runs only committed nodes and workflows.

scriptscript
A script  stores code for data analysis. The code in a script  can be used only to query and analyze data.
The code cannot be committed to the scheduling system for scheduling or used to configure
scheduling parameters.

resource and functionresource and function
Resources and functions are terms in MaxCompute and refer to resources and functions that are used
by the MaxCompute compute engine. For more information, see Resource and Function.
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output nameoutput name
Each node has an output name. When you configure dependencies between nodes within an Alibaba
Cloud account, the output name of a node is used to connect to its descendant nodes.

When you configure dependencies for a node, you must use the output name of the node instead of
the node name or ID. After you configure the dependencies, the output name of the node serves as the
input name of its descendant nodes.

Not e Not e The output name of a node dist inguishes the node from other nodes within the same
Alibaba Cloud account. By default , the output name of a node is in the following format:
Workspace name.Randomly generated nine-digit  number.out. You can customize the output name
for a node. You must make sure that the output name of the node is unique within your Alibaba
Cloud account.

metadatametadata
Metadata describes data attributes, data structures, and other relevant information. Data attributes
include the name, size, and data type, data structures include the field, type, and length, and other
relevant information includes the location, owner, output node, and access permissions. In DataWorks,
metadata refers to information about tables or databases. DataMap is the main service used to manage
metadata.

data backfilldata backfill
After an auto triggered node is developed, and committed and deployed to the scheduling system, the
scheduling system runs the node as scheduled. If  you want to perform computing on data that is
generated in a historical period of t ime, you can backfill data for the node. The generated data backfill
instance is run based on the specified data t imestamp.
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